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Historic Photo Exhibit Unveiled
The long-awaited exhibit of historic photos of the Compton
Hill Water Tower and surroundings was unveiled Saturday, April
7, during a chilly but sun-filled ceremony. Yet despite the weather,
speaker after speaker warmly saluted the Tower, both for its historic
grandeur and for the lesson it teaches to contemporary St. Louisans.
The attentive crowd of 30 or so spectators heard the story
of how the photo exhibit came to be, and then watched as six of the
exhibit’s 60 photos, which sat covered on easels lined up across the
front of the Tower’s base, were ceremoniously unveiled by St. Louis
Mayor Lyda Krewson. The six were, in a way, “teasers” of the larger
exhibit mounted some weeks earlier along the inside walls of the
Tower, from the entry all the way to the top observation deck. The
exhibit, culled from more than 2,000 glass plate negatives dating back
to the 1890s, will be a permanent exhibit, displayed to all who attend
a public opening of the Tower.
The event’s master of ceremonies, Andrew Wanko,
began by praising the immediate neighborhood as an “enclave of
preservation.” Wanko, a public historian on the staff of the Missouri
Historical Society, noted that the Tower itself is a designated
landmark by both the City and the U.S. government Immediately
south, just across Russell Blvd., is the Karpeles Manuscript Library
and Museum, which displays rare historic documents, letters and
written records, plus a separate space displaying items collected by
the St. Louis Media History Foundation. A few hundred yards east,
Wanko added, is the Magic Chef Mansion, the wonderfully restored
1908 homestead of wealthy St. Louisan Charles Stockstrom, which is
regularly opened to the public.
John Maxwell, President of the Water Tower and Park
Preservation Society, traced the history of the collection of photo
collections. More than 2,500 high-resolution glass-plate negatives,
exposed during the late 19th and early 20th centuries, by Water
Div. photographers, were removed from storage at the Chain of
Rocks Treatment Plant and taken to the St Louis Public Library for

Photo by Michael Daft
Mayor Lyda Krewson presided at the ceremonial unveiling on April 7
of six historic photos, selected from the 60 which are now on display
inside the Tower. Andrew Wanko, right, of the Missouri Historical
Society, uncovered each photo as the Mayor described its contents.

safekeeping. There, they were digitally scanned and organized, and
the WTPPS was invited to review the assortment, identifying those
that directely related to the Water Tower and adjoining Reservoir.
In late 2016, a committee of WTPPS members—John Palmer,
Patricia Taillon-Miller and Phyllis Nolan—culled some 300 photos
for preliminary consideration. In mid-2017, they narrowed them
down to 60 photos, choosing on the basis of historical significance
and visual drama. Photographer Michael Daft edited and cleaned
up the images for their enlargement and printing on 14” by 20”
vinyl sheets. “We truly think this exhibit will deepen the admiration
that we have for this wonderful architectural treasure that we have
today,” Maxwell noted.
See UNVEILED, Page 3

VOLUNTEER CO-ORDINATOR’S MESSAGE

The Many Different Styles of Volunteering
WHEN OUR
NEWSLETTER EDITOR

Bob Byrne asked me to fill in
for our President John Maxwell
and write this issue’s Message,
I eagerly said “Yes.” I agreed
because it gives me the chance to

tell the members of our organization about the many different
styles of our volunteer service.
First, you should know that volunteering starts at the
top:With the members of the WTPPS Board of directors.
These 12 volunteers work on raising the funds to support the
organization, recruiting members, managing, promoting and
publicizing the activities we
See MESSAGE, Page 6
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Convenient
Sanitation

1,730 Visitors by
Tower’s Mid-Season,
Full-Moon Openings
Lead in popularity

Dog owners who walk their companions through
Reservoir Park now have convenient reminders—and
appropriate apparatus—to keep the park sanitary.
This Dog Waste Station, located immediately
behind the Water Tower, is one of four such facilities
installed this summer by the City Parks Div. at the
request of Alderwoman Christine Ingrassia. They
feature the explicit request: “Please Pick Up After
Your Dog” and have a metal box which dispenses
plastic bags to accomplish the task. Below the bags
is a canister into which the bagged waste may be
dropped. Other stations are along the walking path
at the Russell Blvd. entry to the Reservoir, at the
corner of Russell and Compton Hill Place, and along
Compton Hill Place at Geyer Av.

A total of 1,730 persons visited the Compton Hill Water
Tower in the first half of the 2018 season. Most popular were the
evening openings of a Full Moon, which tallied 882 visitors. The
two additional evening openings, in June and July, added 253 to the
nighttime totals.
The single biggest crowd was on Friday, July 27, when
temperatures were moderate, skies were clear and music by the Doss
Branch String Ticklers added to the evening’s experience.
The five Saturday afternoon openings counted 595 visitors.
The heaviest visitor traffic was on Saturday, April 7, when 210
persons climbed the Tower. That was immediately following the
public event at 11 a.m. at which Mayor Lyda Krewson and others
ceremoniously unveiled the collection of 60 historic photographs
which have been mounted as a permanent gallery inside the Tower.
Only one scheduled opening was cancelled, that of the
Mar. 1 Full Moon event, which was scratched because of the cold
temperatures.
This year’s tally of 1,735 is slightly behind the similar fivemonth mid-season count of 2017, which was 1,888. It edges out the
2016 mid-season count, which was 1,714
Not included in these tallies were the visitors who won the
two fireworks-watching parties in the annual top-of-the-Tower raffle.
Peggy Stelzer took her family and friends to watch the spectacle on
July 6, and Christine Pope recruited nearly two dozen persons for the
July 7 display.
Tower openings remaining in this season include three more
12 noon Saturday afternoons, and four more Full Moon openings--on
Aug. 26, Sept. 24, Oct. 24 and the day after Thanksgiving, Friday,
Nov. 23.
Pick a date, call your family and friends who’ve never
visited, and enjoy the special experience of a late summer or early fall
view of our City!
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Historic Photo Exhibit Unveiled (continued)
City Water Director of Public Utilities Curt Skouby
described himself as “the landlord” of the Water Tower, inasmuch as
it’s owned by the City and is a responsibility of the Water Div. He
said he admired the Tower as an historic landmark and appreciated
the attention it receives from the WTPPS organization. And, while
the Tower no longer has a function in the City’s water distribution
system, the reservoir behind it continues a critical role, providing
some 28 million gallons of purified, potable water from that spot in
Reservoir Park to residents and businesses in the south and southwest
portions of the City.
Brandon Flynn, business manager for Laborers’ Local 42,
said he was pleased that some photos in the new collection of historic
images depict the stonemasons, scaffold builders and bricklayers who
built the Tower. At that time, the workforce was largely composed
of Italian, Irish and German immigrants, he said. Today, minorities—
African-Americans and Latinos—are well-represented in the building
trades, which are unionized to a degree not realized in the 1890s, he
added.
Adam Olszeski, president of the Compton Hill Reservoir
Square Residents Association, recounted many kinds of supporting
efforts the neighborhood association provided over the years to the
WTPPS and Reservoir Park. He also noted that the Tower provides
him and his family with a widely-recognized point of reference to
others. “When friends or business contacts ask where I live, I just
mention the Compton Hill Water Tower and they instantly know
where I live. I’m proud of it, and pleased that it’s such a well-known
landmark,” he added.
The Alderwoman from the City’s 6th Ward, Christine
Ingrassia, said she was pleased to be able to respond to the
requests—“the many requests”—she receives from WTPPS President
Maxwell. Reservoir Park has received a generous share of City
financing, and she intends to maintain her watchfulness and service
to the residents for whom the Tower is an important City and
neighborhood asset.
Mayor Krewson, the final speaker, reported that this was
not her first visit, having climbed the Tower and admired the view at
least twice during her 19-year career as Alderwoman. She especially
congratulated the WTPPS organization for appreciating the value of

Photo by Michael Daft
Given the chilly temperatures, hooded parkas were the
preferred garb for the day. Following the ceremony and during
the rest of the afternoon’s opening, 210 persons climbed the Tower,
viewing the new permanent collection of historic photos as they
climbed to the top.

the Tower as an architectural treasure. Many other parts of the City
boast of historic treasures, she noted, and such preservation efforts are
key to the City’s character. She also asked the audience to maintain
their priority for historic preservation. “This Tower has been here for
120 years. Now, think ahead--think 120 years from now. Then, look
around you and ask how many of these beautiful homes and buildings
will still be standing?”
The Mayor then directed Wanko to remove the covers from
six photos, selected from the 60, which were set on easels across the
front of the Tower’s base
In conclusion, MC Wanko invited the audience to come
forward, inspect the six sample photos, and then stay to climb the
Tower and view the full collection of 60 photos.

Cattail Attack Continues
Using long-handled pole cutters, John
Maxwell (left) and Rob Wagstaff slice at the
stand of cattails that has spread throughout
the pond in Reservoir Park. The strategy,
Maxwell says, is not to clear the cattails
entirely, but to keep them controlled, with a
stand remaining as a contrast to the water
lilies which float nearby. Their efforts in midJune produced enough dried leaves to keep a
squadron of basket-weavers busy. A team of
volunteers is being recruited for Tues., Sept.
18, when another assault is planned to further
control the spread of the invaders.

Our Membership Roster as of June 30, 2018
Tower Guardian
Patricia Taillon-Miller & Sara Miller

Foundation of
the Tower
Frank and Barbara Absher
Karen & Lawrence Goering
Steve & Nancy Kidwell
Keith & Bonnie Taylor

Sponsors of
Reservoir Park
Bill & Janice Forsyth
Charles & JoAnne Gillespie
Mark & Shannon Groth
Robin Holtzhouser
Cheryl Kowalczyk
Melinda Ligon
David & Jill Nissen
John Palmer
Barbara Prosse & Phil Heagney
Jon Ritter & Hannah Krigman
David & Jan Seifert
James & Michelle Sherman

Benefactors of
Reservoir Park
Susan Ahl
Hugh & Ann Bergman
Christine Bohnert
Botanicals Design Studio
Joan Briccetti & Kathy Greminger
William Brush Jr.
Wes Buchek
Christina Buckel & Andrew Weil
E. Wardwell Buckner
Bob Byrne
Kristin Byrne
Pamela Coffin
Ann Corrigan
Daron Dierkes & Jee YoungMoon
Shelley Donaho
Fran & Norma Fanara
Chris Finley & Daron Smith
Cathy Friedman
Len Green & Ana Coelho
Adele Heagney & Mike Woolard
Bob & Joyce Herleth
Thomas Hesdra & Jan Bolding
David & Susan Hutchison
Wayne & Cheri Jones
Karen & Harold Karabell
Robert & Jane Keel

Jeanne T. Keirle
Terence & Dawn Kelly
Daniel L. Layne
Robert & Janet LeGrand
Gayle & Jim Malone
Christopher Matthews
Judith Miniace
Birch & Catherine Mullins
Jane & Jim Orling
James Phelan
David & Nancy Poeling
Craig & Betsy Rebholz
Robert Rebman & Richard Poeling
Garry Reed & Dr. Sandra Christie
Paul & Tina Richter
David Royce
Norah Ryan & Arthur Graves
Gary & Jerilyn Sadler
Tim & Kelly Schoemehl
Bill & Kate Schoenhard
Justin Siegel
Anita Siegmund
Jeanette & Robert St. Vrain
Laura Sunn
George & Maryjo Thornburgh
James & Chris Varner

Patrons of
Reservoir Park
Michael Allen
Robert & Linda Ballard
Jonathan Beck
Tom Bastien & John Engelbach
Marianne Burnes
Bob & Sue Butler
Marilyn & Joe Chambers
Ken & Jan Chapman
Bruce & Mindy Chulka
Wayne Failoni
Chris & Georgiana Grant
Dana Gray & Associates
Valerie & Andy Hahn
Esley Hamilton
Paul & Wendy Hamilton
Janet & Clarence Harmon
Rick & Kathleen Heagney
Nick Heisner
Mark Herbers
Teresa Mayhew Hess & Phil Hess
David & Susan Hutchinson
Rick Kacenski & Gerry Rauch
Joyce Koenig & Kenneth Schowengerdt
Dr. Maurice & Ernesta Lonsway

Emily and Jim Mahan
Joy Martin
Bazel & Sandra Meek
Howard & Penny Miller
Alan Newman & Wendy Saul
Earl Morris
Phyllis Nolan
Andy & Christine Peters Family
Joyce Reese
Greg Rohde
Shaw Place Association
Ilissa Staadeker & Donald Kumer
Kevin Steincross and Ron Gibbs
Charles L. Turner
David Warner
Aaron Young
Suzanne & Ted Zorn

Friends of
Reservoir Park

John P. McGuire
Marlowe J Meyers
Carol Anne Mickey
Jim & Tracy Miles
Karen Miller & Wayne Rathjen
Jeff Mitchell
Jeff & Julie Mudd
Richard Nelson
James Nicholson
Larry Nissen
Patricia W. O’Neal
Kyle Osterberg
Kathy Paulsen
Nicholas & Kathryn Pisoni
Cindy & Paul Rapponotti
Bill Reininger
Jay Reiter
Fredric Rissover
Royal & David Robbins
Daniel Roke
Karen Roth
Michelle and Ross Rotherham
Mark Schoon
Margaret Sheppard
Sheri & Don Sherman
Mary Etta Skinner
Kris & Jeff Smith
Janet Stanford
David Visintainer
Larry & Christine Voigt
Michael A. West
Robert Wheeler
Kelly & Cathy White

Fedora Amis
Daniel & Ronda Andrews
Hamid Bashir
Doug Bishop
Arthur & Hope Blumeyer
Karen Bode Baxter
Christiane Bohnert
Steven Brandes
Ms. Kell Brown
Robert & Sue Bruce
Martha Desloge
Louise Drescher
J. Thomas Dunn
Marjorie Eddy
Ron & Vicky Frerker
Michael & Jessica Friedlander
Richard Gatz & Patricia Gatz
Betty Ann Gilbert
Linda Gurney
Jim & Mari Heslop
Charles & Jo Ann Hoehn
Nancy Hofheinz
Nellie Hohnsen
George Kerwin
Michael Kohn
Daniel, Valerie, Henry & Margaret Larson
Barbara Larson
Bill Larson
Lynette Logsdon & Earl Meyers
Dale Marx
Pat & Brigid McCauley
B.J. McCullen
Dan & Jill McGuire

Corporate Sponsors

Bayer Garden
Being Expanded
The Stephen Bayer Circle Garden, a floral feature of
the southeast corner of Reservoir Park for more than 23 years, is
being expanded to memorialize other persons in the Compton Hill
Reservoir Square Neighborhood.
At its July meeting, the Compton Hill Reservoir Square
Residents Association voted to spend up to $3,000 to enlarge the
space by installing a 3-ft. wide brick walkway encircling the garden.
Memorial bricks, engraved with the honoree’s name, will be placed
in the walkway as contributions are made in the person’s memory.
An amount for an engraved brick has not yet been established.
Among those who have passed away in recent years are John
Rice, of Virginia Ave., Jerry Nolan of Compton Hill Place, Ben
Rustemeyer of Compton Av., and Bill King of Geyer Av. Living
persons and families may also be honored with an engraved brick.
The circular plot was created in 1995 to honor Stephen E.
Bayer, a housing developer who restored several apartment buildings
on the northwest corner of Russell Blvd and Compton Ave. in
the 1970s. The project’s success inspired other nearby restoration
efforts, and is credited with bringing new life into the immediate
neighborhood. He died in 1994 at age 39, and a memorial granite
marker was installed a year later. Another granite marker was placed
in the garden in 2015, memorializing Stephen Lopez, of Copelin
Av., who volunteered for many years as caretaker of the garden.
Lopez died Oct. 3, 2014.
The garden presently features a lush assortment of hosta,
with blooming annuals around the perimeter. In spring it blooms
profusely with red and yellow tulips. A crepe myrtle formerly in
the center, a victim of last years winter cold, has been replaced with
castor bean plants, a tall, fast-growing annual with dramatic dark
purple leaves.
The CHRSRA Capital Improvements Committee indicated
that the funds will cover the cost of equipment and materials for
the enlarged garden; all labor will be performed by neighborhood
volunteers. No timetable for completion has been set.
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We’ve Got a
Spot for You!
Would you like to be at theTower on a
Saturday afternoon
to help the visitors see the City
landmarks in all directions?
Or maybe an evening opening,
answering questions about
the Full Moon rising or about the Tower
itself?
Pick the date you’d like to be there by
going to:
		
http://signup.com/go/Nchs8G
Like to pull or plant in a garden? Help
groom and beautify
the planting areas in Reservoir Park?
Pick the date you’d like to be there by
going to:
http://signup.com/go/35mweV

‘Naked Truth’ Attracts Touring Cyclists
More than two dozen cyclists encircled
the ‘Naked Truth’ statue on Saturday,
July 28, as they toured often-overlooked
public sculptures in St. Louis. Dana
Gray (wearing orange vest), an
admirer of public art and architecture,
organized and led the unique tour. She
reported that many of the visitors were
pleased to learn about the history and
purpose of the sculpture, one of the
many attractions, besides the Harvey
Ellis Water Tower, that Reservoir Park
offers.

Photo by Meridith McKinley
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schedule, interacting with the City’s elected officials and
departments—especially with the Water Division—and
setting the goals of the organization.
ANOTHER STYLE OF VOLUNTEERING
involves showing up at the Water Tower to welcome and
guide visitors and answer the many questions that they have
about this magnificent architectural gem. Over a year’s time,
this adds up to 110 volunteers, who are the “public face” of
the Water Tower to the thousands of visitors who come to us
from round the region and around the nation.
Last, but certainly not least, we count on more than
130 volunteers to work on the Reservoir Park grounds and
help in the garden areas. Some of these are individuals, but
others are larger groups recruited for a specific task.
THESE ARE IMPRESSIVE NUMBERS, but I’d
like to think about the future, and what it might bring. For
instance, the Board members who work on membership
or fundraising could grow into becoming membership and
fundraising committees. This committee expansion would

allow the Board to take on some of the many excellent ideas
which we receive but which go unfulfilled because we simply
don’t have enough help.
In addition, our Master Plan envisions many more
garden areas. Yes, these will beautify the Park, but will also
require more volunteers to work on them. For the immediate
future, we’d like to expand our teams of garden volunteers, to
the extent that we can schedule someone working in a garden
every week of the season.
EACH STYLE OF VOLUNTEERING has its own
satisfaction, and perhaps each volunteer has ideas of what
might be changed in the future. These are my thoughts, and I
realize that any changes will not happen overnight. But in my
years of co-ordinating our various volunteer efforts, I have seen
incredible generosity and talent in our members, and I have
also seen selfless dedication. I think these will be the keys to
continuing and expanding the many kinds of success that we
have seen! Thanks to each and every volunteer!

Patty Taillon-Miller

Mission
The central purpose and role of the Water Tower & Park Preservation Society is defined as:

TO RESTORE, PRESERVE AND PROMOTE THE COMPTON HILL WATER TOWER
AND ITS IMMEDIATE SURROUNDINGS AND TO FACILITATE COLLABORATIVE
RELATIONSHIPS WITH NEIGHBOURHOODS AND OTHER INTERESTED PARTIES.

The Water Tower & Park Preservation Society Inc.
Post Office Box 2156
St. Louis, MO 63158

